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KNUT SCHULZ, Die Freiheit des Bürgers: Städtische Gesellschaft im Hoch-
und Spätmittelalter, ed. Matthias Krüger (Darmstadt: Wissen schaft li che
Buchgesellschaft, 2008), 272 pp. ISBN 978 3 534 21350 4. EUR 49.90

This book consists of nine articles originally published between 1968
and 2000, an introduction by Krüger, and a list of the author’s publi-
cations since his retirement as Professor of Medieval History at the
Free University of Berlin in 2002. Knut Schulz is best known to
English-speaking readers for his study of late medieval and early
modern journeymen associations and wage-earners, Handwerks ge -
sellen und Lohnarbeiter.1 The papers in the book under review concen-
trate on the origins and composition of the elites in the episcopal
cities of the Rhineland and the institutions by which they maintained
power. Lacking documents from a single town to illustrate all aspects
of his argument, Schulz develops a composite picture based mainly
on examples from Worms, Speyer, and Cologne through the early
thirteenth century, and Basel and to a lesser extent Strasbourg for the
rest of the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. This volume has
more thematic unity than is usually found in volumes of collected
articles, although the fact that they are by the same author and are
reprinted unedited induces some repetition.

The two nouns in the title, which is taken from Otto of Freising’s
description of the Italian communes, are ambiguous for English read-
ers. Freiheit was a broader concept than being directly subject to a ter-
ritorial state. Bürger meant both ‘citizen’ and ‘resident of a Burg’,
which is usually translated ‘town’ or ‘fortification’ in a German con-
text but could have the broader meaning of ‘settlement’ in the west.
The cities being investigated obtained freedom by evolutionary, ‘or -
ganic’ means. Schulz argues that ‘liberty’ was a characteristic of the
urban areas, but it was held by their indigenous residents, most of
whom were censuales. Their situation is the central theme of the first
four articles of the collection, whose collective designation is ‘Grund -
herrschaft und Stadt’. This designation in itself will appear contro-
versial to persons wedded to the ‘mercantile settlement’ hypothesis
of urban origins.
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1 Knut Schulz, Handwerksgesellen und Lohnarbeiter: Untersuchungen zur ober-
rheinischen und oberdeutschen Stadtgeschichte des 14. bis 17. Jahrhunderts (Sig ma -
ringen, 1985).



Readers who are unfamiliar with Schulz’s work could profitably
begin with pages 69–77, which commence the third article and
express the essential thesis of the first two more clearly than they do.
Censuales were either free people who gave themselves to the saint of
a church, or serfs who were given to a church after being emancipat-
ed. Their main obligation was a yearly payment of varying amount,
increasingly called a head tax by the tenth and eleventh centuries.
The censualis generally had no labour obligations that were attached
to personal status, contrary to the situation of serfs, but might owe
labour in connection with a land rental. They were not bound to the
soil. A list from 1016 of the obligations of censuales stipulates that they
were ‘free of all servitude’. The Worms censuales received a carta inge-
nuitatis in 1016 that applied to nearly all inhabitants of the town; the
word ingenuitas meant ‘free’, but in the sense that studies of Low
Country elites suggest could mean ‘noble’. 

The charters gave censuales unrestricted freedom to marry and
inherit property, and inclusion in the sworn association of the town
meant that their other bonds were much weakened. The remaining
signs of servitude, mortuary duties and the head tax, were ended
when the citizens gained political rights. Regional variations are par-
ticularly strong with this stage. In 1182 Frederick I ruled that only
those actually serving personally in the curia of the cathedral chapter
of Worms were freed of the head tax, but not others, who were not
‘public merchants’ and simply wanted to use the status to escape
obligations to the town. Political considerations determined the
extent to which the Hohenstaufen gave privileges to communities
that violated the liberties of churches as lords. In general, however,
new town foundations on the Lower Rhine after 1200 were built on
the assumption that the townspeople were censuales. Except in
Westphalia, prohibitions against towns receiving lords’ dependents
proved unenforceable. Yet seigniorial obligations of persons living in
towns remained an issue in many parts of Germany, and in the fif-
teenth century and the early modern period were even being
restored.

In 1184 Frederick I for practical purposes ended the status of cen-
sualis in favour of freedom of the Burg. Freedom thus came at the end
of a process during which bishops and other lords and their ‘ser-
vants’ played an important role in town development. ‘Freedom after
year and day’ was granted to wanderers, but it was a late develop-
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ment that made sense only when the inhabitants of the town were
already mainly free and had formal liberties. The censuales of lords
whose settlements evolved into towns were thus an important link-
age point between urban and rural society.

As most town citizens were originally censuales, the ministeriales of
the bishop were the origin of the urban governing aristocracies,
which became clearly defined at the turn of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, when the law of the censuales became submerged in the
freedom of the town citizenry in western Germany. Ministerialis and
censualis were different status, but there was considerable movement
between them. As holders of important offices from the bishop, the
ministeriales became powerful and thus generated wealth. The
Richerzeche (Rich Club) of Cologne is his major illustration of the link
between the early ministerial elite and the merchants; often associat-
ed with the merchant guild, it was largely ministerial in the twelfth
century, as were the scabini who comprised the first city council and
court.

The essentially monolithic ministerial elites of the twelfth century
began to bifurcate in the early thirteenth into two broad groups:
‘knightly ministeriales’ whose interests and marriage alliances gravi-
tated increasingly towards the rural nobility as rural ministeriales
gained noble standing; and ‘burgher ministeriales’, who mingled
more with the other town wealthy. Ministeriales aided the town rebel-
lions against their lords, notably at Trier and Mainz, even though
they were technically officials of the same town lords. The guilds that
came to power in the early thirteenth century were the wealthiest
artisans and usually included the Hausgenossen, who were of minis-
terial origin as controllers of the lord’s mint and thus expanded into
money-changing. At Worms, for example, the city council in the early
thirteenth century consisted of forty persons, of whom twelve were
ministeriales and twenty-eight ‘citizens’. Yet many people called min-
isteriales occupied the ‘citizen’ positions on the council, and into the
early fourteenth century most ‘citizen’ members of the council were
of ministerial ancestry. Far from ministerial standing being a disad-
vantage, some ‘citizens’ tried in the thirteenth century to become offi-
cials of the bishop for status advantages, notably exemption from the
jurisdiction of the town court, although ministeriales were judges on
it as officials of the bishop. Schulz thus concludes that between the
late eleventh and late fourteenth centuries Worms and Mainz were
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ruled by elites of largely ministerial ancestry. He also rejects the
‘compromise’ idea that while the earliest city officials were ministeri-
ales, they were pushed aside by a newer, purely commercial group at
the end of the twelfth century, although he does not deny that new
families entered the patriciate after 1200 and that a distinction arose
between old and new families. It follows from this that merchant
guilds had little if anything to do with town formation in this area.
The merchant guild hypothesis, which is based on Low German and
Flemish examples, has been the basis of most survey discussions of
medieval urban origins, but Schulz rejects it for the Rhineland.

The final section of the book, ‘Stadtadel und Zünfte’, carries the
themes of the previous articles into the late Middle Ages, showing
that ministerial status continued to be desirable. The town nobilities
had been almost entirely ministerial in the twelfth and early thir-
teenth centuries, but from the late thirteenth century they were sup-
plemented by some recruits from the rural nobility. Their rural inter-
ests, including fiefholding, brought them into conflict with policies of
the town. The nobility became more distinct from the citizenry by
privileges of Estate than before, shown in the establishment of noble
societies with exaggerated rules for determining lineage, which
meant that some had trouble filling the seats on the councils that
were guaranteed to them. From the mid-fourteenth century the dis-
tinction between a genuinely urban nobility and the group that lived
on the land became vaguer. Many towns in the fifteenth century tried
to acquire extramural territories, which hampered their relations
with nobles of the environs, many of whom were related to the town
noble families.

Schulz concludes that guild origins are more complex than those
of the elite. Some of the nominally ‘craft’ guilds, conspicuously the
furriers, originated in the twelfth century as servants of the bishop.
The trade organizations were established by the bishop and other
town lords as a means of regulating the market. Others trades, called
officia, were under the burgrave, who appointed a magister, usually a
ministerial, for each of the trades, but he yielded in the late Middle
Ages to a practitioner of the trade chosen by the members. The trades -
men thus had diverse origins and social ranks.

Neither the town lords nor the urban elites were inclined to grant
far-reaching rights to the artisans. Their organizations had limited
low justice over their members and were generally linked to a reli-
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gious brotherhood, which in some cases was identified with the trade
group. Schulz shows there that the ‘craft guilds’ with which the min-
isterial lineages shared power were the richer ones, many of whose
members had ministerial ancestors. Genuine craftsmen only began
taking power after 1380 and especially after 1400. The older regime in
which the urban nobles of ministerial origin dominated but did not
completely control the town governments declined quickly in the fif-
teenth century. The craftsmen’s struggle for ‘freedom’ thus lasted
intermittently for two centuries but led to a reconstitution of the
urban elites and to what was initially a mixed regime of trades and
lineages that by 1500 had generally yielded to guild control with min-
imal perquisites of nobility remaining.

I heartily recommend this book to anyone concerned with the
urban origins or city elites. Reprinted articles are not intended to
break new ground, but these constitute a convenient and accessible
summary of a significant part of the output of a deservedly influen-
tial scholar. Schulz’s sophisticated and densely argued theses have
generally been accepted in Germany, but many English readers (the
present reviewer is an exception) will find them more controversial.
His arguments are essentially a revival of the Hofrecht thesis of urban
origins associated with Gustav Schmoller. He is vigorously critical of
the mercantile settlement thesis associated in Germany with Georg
von Below, Friedrich Keutgen, Fritz Rörig, and Hans Planitz and in
the west with Henri Pirenne and his followers. The mercantile settle-
ment school and some legal historians have argued that the ministe-
riales, despite their prominence in the documents, were part of rural
but not of urban history because they were unfree (while townspeo-
ple were free) ‘officials’ and part of the ‘feudal’ world that was for-
eign to the urban environment. Against this, Schulz shows that min-
isteriales were often listed among liberi, noting further that if we use
the modern idea of freedom, most ‘ordinary’ inhabitants of the cities
were free while their elites were unfree but enjoyed a higher Stand
(Estate), which is nonsense in a real world. Although Schulz cau-
tiously eschews claims of broader applicability (except for Bavaria
and Flanders, where he makes some comparisons with recent litera-
ture), his conclusions have at least some comparative relevance in
many organically developing cities, although not in urban planta-
tions except in the German southwest. 
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tus of History at Clemson University, South Carolina. His publica-
tions include Medieval Flanders (1992), The Growth of the Medieval City:
From Late Antiquity to the Early Fourteenth Century (1997), The Later
Medieval City (1997), and Urban Europe, 1100–1700 (2003). His most
recent work, The Northern Lands: Germanic Europe, c.1270–c.1500, will
be published in 2009 by Wiley-Blackwell.
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